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The emergence of the Internet has been both a blessing and a curse for the recording industry. While this far-reaching medium offers record companies an unprecedented opportunity to reach more consumers around the globe, it also threatens the very control that the industry exercises over its sound recordings and may undercut traditional record sales. The passage of two key pieces of legislation in the past decade—the Digital Performance in Sound Recordings Act of 1995 (DPSRA) and the Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998 (DMCA)—has significantly helped the recording industry to control the distribution of its sound recordings over the Internet.

The legislation has meanwhile created conflict between record companies and webcasters, the Internet radio services that transmit copyrighted music over the Web. While the legislation grants record companies the exclusive right to the digital performance of their recordings, it also creates a compulsory licensing regime, which gives eligible webcasters the automatic right to transmit music in exchange for payments of royalties to record companies. This Note focuses on the process of determining webcasting royalties, which has become a source of discord.


4. For the purposes of this Note, webcasting refers to noninteractive, nonsubscription streaming of audio on the Internet. Webcasts may consist of retransmissions of over-the-air broadcasts or of Internet-only services. Webcasters employ a technology known as “streaming,” in which packets of digitized transmissions are sent to individual recipients, who use software that reassembles the packets and plays them back immediately.
Record companies and webcasters unsuccessfully attempted to reach an industry-wide agreement on royalty rates under the statutory license.\(^5\) After negotiations broke down, the Library of Congress ("LOC")\(^6\) convened a Copyright Arbitration Royalty Panel ("CARP"), which issued a royalty rate recommendation in February 2002.\(^7\) However, the LOC ultimately rejected this recommendation and issued its own order in July 2002 establishing rates.\(^8\) Both record companies and webcasters contested the rate determination.\(^9\)

This Note addresses the shortcomings of the royalty rate determination process; in particular, it examines the workings of the CARP and the hypothetical marketplace standard that it and the LOC used to determine the royalty rates. This Note will proceed in two parts. Part I.A considers the public performance right as it emerged in the DPSRA and DMCA as an important context and background to the webcasting royalty dispute. Part I.B examines how CARP and LOC determine royalty rates. Part II analyzes the divergent interests of webcasters, record companies and the public, and discusses the failings of the CARP rate-setting process. Part II argues that the standard is unworkable and that the CARP distorts the very market that it seeks to replicate, resulting in royalty determinations that undermine the balance that copyright law strives to maintain between fostering innovation and providing fair compensation to copyright holders to

---


6. The Library of Congress oversees the U.S. Copyright Office, which administers Copyright Arbitration Royalty Panels. These panels meet for limited times to adjust rates and distribute royalties. 17 U.S.C. § 801(b) (2000).


promote the development of the webcasting medium.\textsuperscript{10} It emphasizes that the CARP discourages meaningful voluntary negotiations between parties and that the standard that CARP uses to set rates is inadequate.

I. BACKGROUND

A. Public Performance Rights in Sound Recordings

Recorded songs, whether on a compact disk or a cassette tape, typically consist of two separate copyrightable works: the "musical work," the series of notes and lyrics that a composer creates, and the "sound recording," the actual sound of a performance of those notes and lyrics that is fixed onto a CD or cassette.\textsuperscript{11}

This distinction is important in the context of the copyright law: copyright owners hold a bundle of five exclusive rights specified in § 106 of the 1976 Copyright Act: the rights to reproduce, distribute, perform publicly, create derivatives, and display their work.\textsuperscript{12} However, these rights are limited for holders of copyrights in sound recordings, typically record companies, who generally do not have the exclusive right to publicly perform their works.\textsuperscript{13} Therefore, when a song is played on the radio, the composer of the song—the holder of the musical work copyright—receives a royalty payment from the radio station,\textsuperscript{14} while the record company—the holder of the sound recording copyright—receives nothing.\textsuperscript{15}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{10} In this balance, fair compensation to creators is secondary to the public benefit. Twentieth Century Corp. v. Aiken, 422 U.S 151, 156 (1975) (stating that the law "reflects a balance of competing claims upon the public interest: Creative work is to be encouraged and rewarded, but private motivation must ultimately serve the cause of promoting broad public availability of literature, music, and the other arts").
\item \textsuperscript{11} See 1 MELVILLE B. NIMMER & DAVID NIMMER, NIMMER ON COPYRIGHT § 2.10[A] (2002); see also R. Anthony Reese, Copyright and Internet Music Transmissions: Existing Law, Major Controversies, Possible Solutions, 55 U. MIAMI L. REV. 237, 240-41 (2001).
\item \textsuperscript{12} 17 U.S.C. § 106 (2000).
\item \textsuperscript{13} See id. at § 106(4) ("[I]n the case of literary, musical, dramatic, and choreographic works, pantomimes, and motion pictures and other audiovisual works, [the copyright owner has the exclusive right] to perform the copyrighted work publicly."); see also NIMMER, supra note 11, at § 8.14[A] (2002) ("[T]his excludes from the performance right only pictorial, graphic and sculptural works, and sound recordings.").
\item \textsuperscript{14} Payments to composers are collected and distributed by three principal agencies: American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers ("ASCAP"), Broadcast Music Inc. ("BMI"), and SESAC, Inc. The societies consist of copyright owners who grant the societies the nonexclusive right to license public performances of their musical works. The societies, in turn, grant blanket licenses to such entities as radio, television stations,
Congress did not address this anomaly until the 1990s when the Internet began to emerge as a viable distribution medium and the digital transmission of songs became widespread. In the past decade, Congress has made two amendments to the 1976 Copyright Act—the DPSRA and DMCA—granting record companies a limited right over the public performance of their sound recordings, thus allowing them to collect royalties when their sound recordings are transmitted through digital media. Both the DPSRA and DMCA were explicitly designed to stimulate the development of new Internet distribution methods and thereby facilitate the delivery of sound recordings to consumers. Congress also sought to ensure that copyright owners would be able to receive fair compensation as new digital technologies emerged. The amendments established a compulsory licensing regime for the transmission of digital sound recordings on the Internet. The compulsory license enables eligible webcasters to automatically obtain a license to transmit sound recordings, easing their burden of having to locate and negotiate individual license agreements with each record company that holds the sound recording copyright to each song transmitted.

nightclubs and restaurants, meaning these entities can perform any work in the societies’ repertoire. See AL KOHN & BOB KOHN, KOHN ON MUSIC LICENSING 1307 (3d ed. 2002).

Radio broadcasters were able to exclude payments for sound recordings from the Copyright Act because the broadcasting industry has a powerful lobby on Capitol Hill through the National Association of Broadcasters. See MERGES ET. AL., INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY IN THE NEW TECHNOLOGICAL AGE 480 (2d ed. 2000); KOHN & KOHN, supra note 14, at 1296-97 (explaining that music publishers and songwriters also resisted a public performance right for sound recordings because they feared that broadcasters would have less money to pay for the performance of their songs if broadcasters were forced to pay royalties to record companies as well).


See S. REP. NO. 104-128, at 14 (1995), reprinted in 1995 U.S.C.C.A.N. 356, 361 ("These new digital transmission technologies may permit consumers to enjoy performances of a broader range of higher-quality recordings than has ever before been possible . . . . Such systems could increase the selection of recordings available to consumers, and make it more convenient for consumers to acquire authorized phonorecords.").

See id. at 10 ("The purpose of [the DPSRA] is to ensure that performing artists, record companies and others whose livelihood depends upon effective copyright protection for sound recordings, will be protected as new technologies affect the ways in which their creative works are used.").

The other compulsory licenses under the 1976 Copyright Act cover cable and satellite transmissions of television programs under 17 U.S.C. §§ 111, 119, 122; phonorecords under § 115; coin-operated phonorecord players or jukeboxes under § 116; and noncommercial broadcasts under § 118.
1. **Digital Performance Right in Sound Recordings Act**

The DPSRA created a three-tiered system under which different kinds of Internet services receive varying exposure to the performance right:

1. "Exempt transmissions" consist of nonsubscription digital audio transmissions which, like analog radio broadcasts, are exempt from the digital performance right, meaning recording artists and producers do not have a right to control these transmissions and demand compensation;
2. non-exempt transmissions subject to the compulsory license consist of noninteractive subscription digital transmissions;
3. non-exempt transmissions that are not eligible for the compulsory license consist of on-demand interactive digital transmissions, sometimes referred to as the "Celestial jukebox." Sound recording copyright holders have full control over Celestial jukebox transmissions, meaning those wishing to digitally transmit music interactively must seek licenses from the copyright holders.

The public performance right granted by the DPSRA is narrow and contains many exceptions. For example, it only applies to sound recordings transmitted "by means of a digital audio transmission," which exempts analog AM and FM broadcasts, or other public performances that do not involve a transmission, such as playing CDs as background music.

---

22. See id. § 114(d)(2).
23. See id. § 114(d)(3).
24. See Paul Goldstein, *Copyright's Highway: From Gutenberg to the Celestial Jukebox* 199 (1995) (describing future interactive technology as "a technology-packed satellite orbiting thousands of miles above Earth, awaiting subscriber's order—like a nickel in the old jukebox, and the punch of a button-to connect him to any number of selections from a vast storehouse via a home or officer receiver . . . .").
25. See Reese, supra note 11, at 346-47.
27. See 17 U.S.C. § 106(6) (2000) (stating that the copyright owner has the exclusive right "in the case of sound recordings, to perform the copyrighted work publicly by means of a digital audio transmission").
in a restaurant.\textsuperscript{28} The Act also covers only audio performances and does not cover the audio portion of audiovisual works such as movies.\textsuperscript{29} Services not meeting the eligibility requirements must negotiate voluntary licenses with record companies, which are free to refuse to license their works.\textsuperscript{30}

Webcasts, as noninteractive, nonsubscription transmissions, apparently fall outside of both the sound recording copyright holder’s right of control and the obligation to obtain a compulsory or voluntarily negotiated license under the DPSRA framework.\textsuperscript{31} The absence of webcasts from the express language of the act became a point of contention in the dialogue between the record industry and webcasters. Webcasters argued that as nonsubscription transmission services, they were similar to traditional radio broadcasters, and therefore were exempt from public performance obligations under the first category of transmissions specified in the DPSRA. The recording industry, on the other hand, argued that webcasters were subject to the public performance right, and that record companies could therefore control the right to the performances and receive compensation.\textsuperscript{32} With this debate brewing, the recording industry began to lobby for further revision to the Copyright Act to account for webcast transmissions.\textsuperscript{33}

\textsuperscript{28} RALPH S. BROWN & ROBERT C. DENICOLA, COPYRIGHT: UNFAIR COMPETITION, AND RELATED TOPICS BEARING ON THE PROTECTION OF WORKS OF AUTHORSHIP 332-33 (8th ed. 2002) (1958); cf. 17 U.S.C. § 106(4) (2000) ("[I]n the case of ... musical ... works ... [the copyright holder has the exclusive right] to perform the copyrighted work publicly ... ").


\textsuperscript{30} For background on how compulsory licensing functions, see J. THOMAS Mccarthy, Mccarthy’S Desk Encyclopedia of Intellectual Property 66-69 (1995). See also Robert Cassler, Copyright Compulsory Licenses—Are They Coming or Going, 37 J. Copyright Soc’y 231 (1990) (describing various compulsory licenses, and the legal, philosophical, economic, and political factors contributing to the creation or elimination of these licenses).

\textsuperscript{31} For background on the DPSRA’s omission of webcasts, see Ginsburg, supra note 20, at 167 (stating that the DPSRA’s “expansion of the sound recording copyright turn[ed] out to have omitted a principal form of Internet exploitation of sound recordings: audio ‘streaming’ or ‘webcasting’ of recorded performances”).

\textsuperscript{32} See KOHN & KOHN supra note 14, at 1300-01; Kimberly L. Craft, The Webcasting Music Revolution is Ready to Begin, as Soon as We Figure Out the Copyright Law: The Story of the Music Industry at War with itself, 24 HASTINGS COMM. & ENT. L.J. 1, 12-13 (2001) (describing how the recording industry “[f]elt the rug pulled out from under it” after digital broadcasters successfully argued that they were not liable for royalties because they were not covered by the DPSRA).

\textsuperscript{33} See Craft, supra note 32, at 12-13.
2. Digital Millennium Copyright Act

Congress responded to the uncertainty with the passage of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act,\textsuperscript{34} which established a compulsory license for eligible nonsubscription transmissions: noninteractive, nonsubscription digital audio transmissions, or webcasts.\textsuperscript{35} The DMCA retains the three-tiered structure of the DPSRA, but limits the category of transmissions that are exempted. Whereas the previous law exempted all services that were neither subscription nor interactive, the DMCA subjects some services to mandatory licensing, even if they are nonsubscription. Broadcasters who simultaneously transmit their over-the-air signal on the Internet are also subject to the compulsory license.\textsuperscript{36}

The DMCA subjects all digital transmissions, subscription or not, to the compulsory license. To be eligible for the statutory license under § 114 of the Copyright Act, a webcaster must meet several criteria that are designed to ensure that webcasts do not facilitate the displacement of record sales by making it easy for users to substitute listening to the Internet transmissions for record purchases.\textsuperscript{37} Among these requirements, web-

\textsuperscript{34}The DMCA was mainly intended to implement the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) Copyright Treaty and WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty, which were both concluded on Dec. 20, 1996 in Geneva, Switzerland. Kohn & Kohn, supra note 14, at 1299.

\textsuperscript{35}The DMCA requires a compulsory license for entities that fall into one of three categories: (1) subscription digital audio transmissions; (2) eligible nonsubscription transmissions; and (3) pre-existing satellite digital audio radio transmissions. 17 U.S.C. § 114(d)(2) (2000). Webcasters fall under the second category. See David Nimmer, Ignoring the Public, Part I: On the Absurd Complexity of the Digital Audio Transmission Right, 7 U.C.L.A. ENT. L. REV. 189, 238 (2000) ("[A]n 'Internet radio station' that transmits music for its entertainment value qualifies [for a statutory license].").


\textsuperscript{37}See House Judiciary Comm., 105th Cong., Section-by-Section Analysis of H.R. 2281 52 (Comm. Print 1998) ("Recording artists and record companies were particularly concerned that certain types of programming, without certain limitations, might harm recording artists and record companies . . . . In order to address some of these con-
casters must only offer noninteractive programming, or programming that is not on-demand or personalized. Webcasters also are subject to a “sound recording performance complement,” which limits webcasters to playing no more than three selections from a given phonorecord in a three-hour period. Moreover, webcasters must not publish an advance program schedule or make announcements of upcoming songs to be transmitted, and must not make musical programming available in archival forms that can facilitate copying. If webcasters do not meet these requirements, they fall outside of the scope of the compulsory license provision, and must obtain licenses from each of the copyright owners of the sound recordings that they want to transmit. Failure to do so puts the webcasters at risk of infringement liability. Webcasters wishing to operate under the compulsory license must first notify the sound recording copyright owners by filing an “Initial Notice” with the Copyright Office.

The DMCA specifies that webcasters may receive an automatic license to those copyrighted works either at a voluntarily negotiated rate or at a rate determined by the Copyright Office through a CARP. Such a rate retroactively to October 1998, the date of the Act’s passage, should be ap-

39. Id. § 114(d)(2)(C)(i), (j)(13).
40. Id. § 114(d)(2)(C)(ii).
41. Id. § 114(d)(2)(C)(iii).
42. See Kohn & Kohn, supra note 14, at 1336.
44. Webcasters can negotiate either with individual copyright owners or with SoundExchange, a division of the RIAA.
45. 17 U.S.C. §§ 801-802 (2000). The CARP is an ad hoc panel of three arbitrators from the private sector, who meet to adjust royalty rates and terms of payment. CARPs are typically installed when opposing parties are unable to negotiate an agreement. The panel makes recommendations to the LOC on the appropriate rates, and on how and when royalty payments should be made. The LOC then has 90 days to adopt, reject or modify the recommendation, subject to judicial review. The CARP system was created by the 1993 Copyright Royalty Tribunal Reform Act, which abolished the previous rate-setting commission known as the Copyright Royalty Tribunal. See Nimmer, supra note 11, at § 7.27 (2002). All parties who plan to participate in the hearing must file a notice of their intention and must file written direct cases with the Copyright Office and the other parties. 37 C.F.R. § 251.43 (1997). At the hearings, parties can make opening statements, summarize their cases, raise objections to evidence, and conduct direct and cross-examinations. See D. Alan Rudlin & Douglas W. Kenyon, 4 Bus. & Com. Litig. Fed. Cts. § 65.16 (1998).
plied until December 31, 2000. The procedure is then repeated every two years as the webcasting industry develops, though it can be extended by agreement between the parties.

Under the DMCA, two main royalty rates are to be established for webcasters: one for the actual digital audio transmissions; the other for so-called ephemeral recordings. The statutory scheme for establishing the terms and rates for both the ephemeral and public performance licenses is the same. Although not a licensing agency, the Recording Industry Association of America ("RIAA"), which represents U.S. record labels, was designated as the entity to negotiate, collect, and distribute royalties for all of its member record labels. The RIAA, in turn, created a subsidiary known as SoundExchange to carry out those tasks.

B. CARP and LOC

Pursuant to the DMCA, the Copyright Office gave record companies, represented by the RIAA, and webcasters, the opportunity to negotiate royalty rates independently. Although the parties negotiated a total of twenty-six private agreements, they were unable to reach an industry-wide agreement. The Copyright Office, therefore, convened a CARP to re-

47. Id. § 114(f)(2)(C).
48. Id. § 114.
49. Id. § 112. The "ephemeral license" allows a transmitting organization to make a copy of a sound recording for the purpose of transmitting it to the public. Id. While the language of § 112(e) suggests that webcasters can make only a single ephemeral recording, in actuality, they may be allowed to produce more to the extent that "the terms and conditions of the statutory license allow for more" reproductions to be made. Id. Webcasters subject to the statutory ephemeral license must meet several conditions, including that the recording is retained and used solely by the webcaster that made it and that the webcaster destroy it within six months unless preserved exclusively for purposes of archival preservation. Id.
51. See CARP Report, supra note 7, at 4.
52. SoundExchange represents more than 320 record companies and their 2,400 labels. The agency does not compete with ASCAP, BMI and SESAC, which collect performance royalties for the musical work, the songwriters, composers and music publishers. SoundExchange does not collect royalties for interactive performances of sound recordings, digital downloads, or traditional radio and television. For further information on SoundExchange, see http://www.soundexchange.com.
54. LOC Report, supra note 8, at 45,241. The Act subordinated the rates determined through arbitration to the licensing agreements voluntarily negotiated, meaning the arbitration binds only those parties who do not reach an agreement. See Nimmer, supra note
solve the issue and determine the appropriate rates, subject to review by the Librarian of Congress.

1. CARP Procedure

Sections 112(e)(4) and 114(f)(2)(B) require that CARP determine the royalty rates for both the digital performance and ephemeral licenses based on a standard that reflects what would have been negotiated in the marketplace between a "willing buyer" and a "willing seller." In setting the rates, CARP must also take into account such factors as the effect of the use of sound recordings on the sale of phonorecords, and the relative contributions made by both industries in bringing these works to the public.

CARP held six months of hearings during which the RIAA requested that CARP set a statutory rate at 0.4 cents per stream or 15 percent of each webcaster's gross revenue for business to consumer webcasts. It also requested a minimum fee of $5,000 to apply to all webcasters. For the ephemeral license, the RIAA requested a rate of 10 percent of the webcaster's performance royalty. Webcasters, in contrast, requested that the rate be 0.014 cents per performance or 0.21 cents per hour. Webcasters did not propose an additional fee for the ephemeral license, and requested a minimum fee of $250 per year.

CARP issued its report on February 20, 2002, recommending a two-tiered royalty rate of 0.14 cents per song, per listener, for Internet-only

35, at 219 ("In this way, it is hoped that industry-wide agreement will emerge, thus obviating the need for arbitration panels.").

55. 37 C.F.R. §§ 251.2, 251.64 (2002); 17 U.S.C. § 803(a)(1) (2000). The Office initially set a schedule for the CARP proceeding to determine rates for the first license period covering October 28, 1998 to December 31, 2000. However, this schedule proved unworkable. While the office met to determine a new schedule, it also commenced the six-month negotiation period for the second license period, covering January 1, 2001 to December 31, 2002. Ultimately, the Office consolidated these two proceedings into a single proceeding in which one CARP would set rates and terms for the two license periods for both the webcasting license and the ephemeral recording license. Parties to the CARP proceeding included the RIAA, the National Association of Broadcasters, and webcasters such as bet.com, listen.com, Live365.com and NetRadio Corp.


57. See 17 U.S.C. §§ 112(e)(4), 114 (f)(2)(B) (2000). This standard will be explored in greater detail infra in Part II.C.

58. Id.

59. LOC Report, supra note 8, at 45,241.

60. Id. at 45,242.

61. Id.

62. Id.
WEBCASTING ROYALTY RATES

webcasts, and .07 cents per song, per listener for radio retransmissions on the Internet. Therefore, for every 1,000 people who use their computers to listen to a song broadcast on the Internet, the webcaster would have to pay 70 cents per song, if it is a terrestrial radio station, or $1.40, if it is an Internet-only webcaster. CARP based these rates largely on a royalty agreement reached in July 2000 between Yahoo! Inc. and the RIAA [hereinafter “RIAA-Yahoo! Agreement”], which CARP determined best represented the marketplace rate for webcasting. In doing so, it disregarded twenty-five other agreements that were reached between the RIAA and other, smaller webcasters during the voluntary negotiation period. CARP determined that these agreements should be ignored, in part, because the RIAA was in a superior bargaining position. Also, CARP felt the RIAA was able to extract super-competitive rates based upon its market power and sophistication in negotiation and the urgent need of some licensees to enter into agreements.

2. The Library of Congress’s Review

The Librarian of Congress is empowered by the Copyright Royalty Tribunal Reform Act of 1993 to review CARP’s decisions. The Act directs the Librarian to either accept CARP’s decision or reject it, and substitute his own determination if the “Librarian finds that the determination is arbitrary or contrary to the applicable provisions of this title.” The Librarian’s decision can then be appealed to the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals.

On June 20, 2002, the Librarian rejected CARP’s proposed rates after determining that CARP misinterpreted some parts of the RIAA-Yahoo! Agreement. The Librarian concluded that one of the most significant errors made by CARP was its assumption that the parties must have agreed that radio retransmissions, as opposed to Internet-only transmissions, have

63. See CARP Report, supra note 7, at 77.
64. Id. at 65-67, 70.
65. Id. at 51-54.
66. Id.
70. Id. § 802(g). The Copyright Act’s standard for judicial review of royalty rates established by the LOC is exceptionally deferential, requiring the court to uphold a royalty award if the Librarian has offered a facially plausible explanation for it in terms of the evidence. RIAA v. Librarian of Congress, 176 F.3d 528 (D.C. Cir. 1999).
71. LOC Report, supra note 8, at 45,252. While the LOC issued its decision on June 20, 2002, it did not publish its final determination until July 8, 2002.
a large promotional impact on sales of records, and that this impact explained the decision in the RIAA-Yahoo! Agreement to set a higher rate for Internet-only transmissions than radio retransmissions. The Librarian concluded that this assumption was arbitrary and unsupported.

The Librarian eliminated the two-tiered royalty structure, which had been based on the alleged faulty promotional value assumption, and set a rate of .07 cents per performance for both types of transmissions. It also set the ephemeral license rate at 8.8 percent of the performance royalties to be paid and set a minimum fee of $500, which is designed in part to cover the administrative costs of administering the license. To put these rates in perspective, webcasters who transmit fifteen songs to an audience that averages 25,000 listeners would have to pay record companies a fee of $262.50. This figure has the potential of reaching into the millions of dollars over time as the transmissions or performances add up. This amount is in addition to the license fee that webcasters already must pay to the copyright owner of the musical work.

In setting these rates, the Librarian rejected proposals by both webcasters and broadcasters to provide them with an option to pay a rate based on a percentage of their revenues, rather than a per-performance rate. The Librarian reasoned that the per-performance approach is more directly tied to the right of public performance being licensed, and that it would be difficult to identify the relevant revenue base against which to apply the percentage because webcasters' business models differed greatly. Furthermore, because webcasters generate little revenue, copyright owners would receive little compensation from a rate based on a percentage of

---

72. Id. at 45,251.
73. Id. at 45,252.
74. Id. at 45,243. The Librarian also set rates for noncommercial broadcasters, such as college radio stations, as defined in 17 U.S.C. § 118(g) for Internet-only transmissions. It set these rates for these services at 0.02 cents, reflecting a downward adjustment from the 0.05 cents proposed by the CARP. Id.
75. Id. The Librarian reasoned that it should reject the CARP’s ephemeral license rate because CARP took into account some of the twenty-six voluntary agreements negotiated between the parties in determining this rate, after having decided earlier not to consider twenty-five of twenty-six in setting the main performance right rate. The Librarian concluded that “it was arbitrary for the Panel to use these same rejected licenses to set the Ephemeral License Fee.” Id.
76. Id. at 45262.
77. Id. at 45249-50. The traditional licensors of blanket performance licenses in the music industry—ASCAP, BMI and SESAC—all offer licenses based on a percentage of revenue.
78. Id.
revenue. The Librarian established September 1, 2002 as the effective date of the rates, and payments became due on October 20, 2002. The rates were applicable for the time period beginning October 28, 1998 (the effective date of the DMCA), and ending Dec. 31, 2002.

II. DISCUSSION

Analysis of the manner in which the CARP and LOC determined webcasting royalty rates is critical because that rate-setting process will serve as a precedent for future royalty negotiations. Part A evaluates what is at stake for record companies and webcasters in the royalty rate dispute, and argues that webcasting is an important medium whose development should be encouraged, especially in light of the recent consolidation of the terrestrial radio broadcasting industry. Part B discusses the shortcomings of the CARP procedure and various proposals to reform it. One area of concern is the so-called “willing buyer/willing seller” standard on which CARP and LOC based their rate determination. Part C argues that the existence of CARP and the compulsory licensing regime distorts the very market that the CARP and LOC try to mirror in determining the rates, and suggests that the “willing buyer/willing seller” standard creates a one-size-fits-all approach to ratesetting that is in conflict with the varying business models of webcasters. In doing so, Part C evaluates whether the current procedure for determining the compulsory licensing rate that applies to webcasters complies with the principles and objectives of the copyright laws.

A. The Stakes are High for Record Labels, Webcasters, and the Public

The Librarian’s royalty determination has been criticized on all sides of the debate. Both webcasters and the RIAA have contended that CARP

79. Id. at 45249. LOC stated that “the statute does not require the CARP to offer alternative fee structures . . . . Clearly, it cannot be arbitrary for the Panel to choose not to deviate from the longstanding practice of establishing only one rate schedule for a license.” Id. at 45250-51.

80. Id. at 45271. Payments were postponed while Congress worked to pass the Small Webcaster Settlement Act of 2002. See supra note 9 and accompanying text.

81. Id. at 45266. After December 31, 2002 future royalties must either be negotiated by the parties or set by the same CARP process.

82. See R. Anthony Reese, Copyright and Internet Music Transmissions: Existing Law, Major Controversies, Possible Solutions, 55 U. MIAMI L. REV. 237, 238 (2001) (“Copyright law in the digital era should attempt to facilitate the development of legitimate dissemination of music over the Internet because this promises to significantly increase public access to copyrighted music.”).
and LOC were misguided in basing their rate determination on a single agreement between the RIAA and Yahoo! 83 Webcasters have decried the order, arguing that it will bankrupt them. 84 With little in the way of revenue, 85 webcasters fear that they will have to close their operations in lieu of paying the high royalty rates, putting an end to the promise of webcasting and closing a key outlet for many performing artists who receive little or no airtime on broadcast radio. 86 The threat of large royalty payments and the uncertainty over copyright liability has already left its mark on the webcasting industry: the number of radio stations transmitting signals online has declined 31 percent to 3,940 as of September 2002, as compared to a high of 5,710 in 2001. 87

The shrinking webcasting industry has potentially serious public interest implications. Webcasting has the ability to provide listeners with much greater music variety than over-the-air broadcasts, which are limited by a finite amount of radio spectrum. 88 Diversity in programming is more im-

83. See LOC Report, supra note 8, at 45,245, 45,251-53.
85. Webcasters contend that while audience sizes are growing, they are still too small to attract significant advertising. See, e.g., Bob Tedeschi, Web Radio Awaits a Ruling on Royalties They Must Pay Recording Companies to Stream Music, N.Y. TIMES, Feb. 18, 2002, at C5.
86. See Copyright Royalties: Where is the Right Spot on the Dial for Webcasting?: Hearing Before the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 107th Cong. (2002) (testimony by Jonathan Potter of the Digital Media Association), available at http://www.digmedia.org/webcasting/JPTestimony.pdf. To be sure, courts have historically upheld rates established through the arbitration process, even when users have argued that the rates would cause them to go out of business. See, e.g., Nat’l Cable Television Ass’n v. CRT, 724 F.2d 176 (D.C. Cir. 1983) (holding that rates set at fair market value were proper even though cable operators contended that the rates were prohibitively high and would cause them to terminate transmission of the distant signals at issue).
88. See Press Release, Copyright Royalties: Where is the Right Spot on the Dial for Webcasting?, Future of Music Coalition (May 15, 2002), available at http://www.futureofmusic.org/news/senatejudiciarywebcasting.cfm ("[I]ndividuals can create and launch a webcasting station with just a handful of affordable resources; access to band-
important than ever, given the rapid consolidation that has swept the radio broadcasting industry since the passage of the Telecommunications Act of 1996. To the extent that format innovation and programming diversity benefits the public, high royalty rates may undermine that goal by forcing webcasters to divert available funds away from internal investment, or even leading some broadcasters to end their operations altogether. Moreover, a weakening of the webcasting medium could have economic consequences for record companies. A recent study shows that consumers who use streaming media bought more than 1.5 times the number of CDs in the past year than the average American, indicating that the Internet provides promotional value to record sales.

While record companies acknowledge the benefits of webcasting, they contend that the rates set by the Librarian are too low and do not reflect the fair market value of their music, resulting in record companies effectively subsidizing webcasters. The RIAA argues that paying for

width, some computers, software and a little bit of know-how. They don’t need signal towers, or satellite dishes, or even an office to start webcasting.”

89. There are varying reports on the effect of the Telecommunications Act on radio diversity. One study concludes that the industry is now dominated by ten companies that control two-thirds of both listeners and revenue nationwide, and that in almost every local market, four or fewer firms control at least seventy percent of the market share. See Press Release, Commercial Radio Station Ownership Consolidation Shown to Harm Artist and the Public, Says FMC Study, Future of Music Coalition (Nov. 18, 2002), available at http://www.futureofmusic.org/news/Prradioistudy.cfm. A Federal Communications Commission study indicates that between 1996 and 2001, the average measure of diversity for the study’s nationwide sample increased by 0.74 percent. The study also found a decrease of 2.4 percent in the diversity of songs within the same format across local markets, but an increase of 11.48 percent in the diversity of songs within the same format within each local market. See George Williams, et. al., Radio Market Structure and Music Diversity, at http://hraunfoss.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/DOC-226838A18.doc (last visited March 2, 2003).


92. Id. (“No one would suggest that webcasters’ hardware vendors, bandwidth providers or employees be forced by Congress to give webcasters rebates, below market prices or agree to accept a percentage of a webcaster’s revenue to help preserve the webcast industry, even though the webcasters typically spend more on those components of
music is simply another cost of doing business, much like buying bandwidth, and that if webcasters' business models cannot support these fees, they should not be operating. Record companies expect and demand an economic return on their investments, and argue that receiving fair compensation for the transmission of their sound recordings online is especially critical given the 4 percent decline in music sales to $13.7 billion in 2001, which has resulted in part from diminished consumer spending reflecting a weakened economy. Moreover, they contend that webcasts do not promote record sales, but instead cost the music industry in lost CD sales and increased piracy of their copyrighted songs.

Therefore, the stakes are high for both webcasters and record companies, in the determination of an appropriate royalty rate. Part B contends that the CARP and LOC rate-setting process does not adequately address either side's interests.

B. Shortcomings of the CARP Process

1. Costs and Lack of Predictability

The structure and operation of the CARP system has been the source of much frustration among participating parties. Many of these parties have called for reform, arguing that it is inefficient and often produces unfair results. One of the biggest flaws cited by participants is its expense, which can be prohibitive for small webcasters: participants bear not only their own legal fees, but also the cost of the proceeding itself, especially the expensive evidentiary hearing. The hearing generates various expenses such as attorney fees, expert witness fees, arbitrator fees, and

their business than they currently earn in revenues. There is no reason artists and record labels should be treated any differently and forced to subsidize webcasters.

93. Id.
94. See supra note 1.
95. The major labels have historically relied on the high margins generated by the sale of physical music products and they have been reluctant to make their products available through digital distribution until they have protected their works. See Matthew Fagin et al., Beyond Napster: Using Antitrust Law to Advance and Enhance Online Music Distribution, 8 B.U. J. SCI. & TECH. 451, 490-91 (2002).
Copyright Office fees.\textsuperscript{98} Many potential participants in CARP were forced to withdraw from the process because of the requirement that they pay a share of the arbitrators' fees,\textsuperscript{99} which exceeded $1.2 million.\textsuperscript{100} Some critics of the process have argued that because small webcasters could not afford those fees, the process to set a rate mostly included representatives of relatively large companies whose interests are not necessarily aligned with those of the small independent webcasters.\textsuperscript{101}

Moreover, webcasters who were not a party in the CARP proceeding were unable to submit comments to the LOC as part of that body's review of the CARP determination, on the theory that they did not have standing.\textsuperscript{102} This decision makes the CARP procedure problematic; since CARP proceedings are adversarial in nature, it is essential that all interested parties be represented so the panel would have a complete evidentiary record on which to base its decision.

Many critics have also found fault with the discovery process used for CARP proceedings, which do not follow the discovery rules of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.\textsuperscript{103} Parties are not allowed to take depositions, or submit requests for admission and interrogatories.\textsuperscript{104} Critics argue that this "deprives the parties of the opportunity, prior to trial cross-examination, to test the assertions made by their opponents."\textsuperscript{105}

\textsuperscript{98} Id. at 15. During the webcasting CARP proceeding, 75 witnesses offered testimony over a period of about 40 days, generating 15,000 pages of transcript and thousands of pages of exhibits. See House Panel Considers Ways to Improve System for Compulsory Copyright Royalties, 64 PAT., TRADEMARK & COPYRIGHT J. 171. In past CARP proceedings, arbitrator costs alone far exceeded the amount of royalties at issue. For example, the costs of arbitrators in the 1992-1994 Digital Audio Recording Technology proceeding amounted to more than $12,000, more than one thousand times the royalty award that resulted from the proceeding. \textit{Id.} at 12. Arbitrators typically receive $200 to $400 an hour in compensation for their work. \textit{Id.} at 35.

\textsuperscript{99} 17 U.S.C. § 802(c) (2000) ("In ratemaking proceedings, the parties to the proceedings shall bear the entire cost thereof in such manner and proportion as the arbitration panels shall direct.").


\textsuperscript{102} 37 C.F.R. § 251.55(a) (2002).

\textsuperscript{103} See, e.g., CARP Structure and Process Hearing, \textit{supra} note 96, at 25 (statement of R. Bruce Rich).

\textsuperscript{104} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{105} \textit{Id.}
In addition to cost concerns and a meager discovery process, critics also contend that the ad hoc nature of the CARP proceedings threatens the stability and predictability of rulings by preventing the development of institutional expertise that can be applied to subsequent hearings.\textsuperscript{106} With a new panel convened for every proceeding, consistency is difficult to achieve because each arbitrator lacks the perspective and familiarity with the issues that could otherwise have been acquired through repeated exposure to similar rate proceedings.\textsuperscript{107} The difficulty of finding arbitrators who have expertise with the relevant issues and law\textsuperscript{108} has contributed to the LOC’s decision to overturn a majority of prior CARP recommendations.\textsuperscript{109}

2. Proposals for Reform

Calls for CARP reform are not new.\textsuperscript{110} Most recently, in June 2002, the House of Representatives’ Committee on the Judiciary convened a hearing before the Subcommittee on Courts, the Internet and Intellectual Property, to discuss CARP.\textsuperscript{111} Various proposals emerged from the hearing. Some of the proposals addressed internal changes to the structure of CARP itself and its procedures. Among these was one to eliminate or restrict CARP evidentiary hearings, and instead to have CARPs make their determinations on the basis of written submissions as a way to reduce the cost of the proceeding.\textsuperscript{112} Another suggestion was to replace the ad hoc panels with a permanent group of administrative law judges who would have their own staff, with expertise in the applicable law and technology

\textsuperscript{106} Id. at 35 (prepared statement of Marybeth Peters, Register of Copyrights) (“The decisions they make are for the purpose of deciding that one case and not for establishing lasting precedent.”); id. at 51 (prepared statement of Rep. Rick Boucher (D-Va)) (“Starting with a new arbitrator panel each time will lead to inconsistent judgments and a constant process of reinventing the wheel.”).

\textsuperscript{107} Id. at 139 (letter from the Motion Picture Association of America).

\textsuperscript{108} Id. at 35 (prepared statement of Marybeth Peters) (“We have found it very difficult to find arbitrators that have any familiarity with copyright law, let alone the complex statutory licenses . . . . [This puts] a considerable burden upon the Register [of Copyrights] and the Librarian to correct errors and oversights made by CARPs . . . .”).

\textsuperscript{109} Id. at 31 (“Of the 10 CARP reports which the Librarian has reviewed, only three have been accepted.”).

\textsuperscript{110} For example, in 1998, Howard Coble, chairman of the House Subcommittee on Courts, the Internet and Intellectual Property, introduced a bill called the “Copyright Compulsory License Improvement Act,” to establish a Copyright Royalty Adjudication Board consisting of one full-time chief administrative judge and two to four part-time judges with expertise in the businesses of the affected industries. H.R. 3210, 105th Cong. (1998).

\textsuperscript{111} See CARP Structure and Process Hearing, supra note 96.

\textsuperscript{112} Id. at 15, 21 (testimony and written statement of Robert A. Garrett).
and in conducting adjudicatory proceedings. This would help ensure continuity with past proceedings and consistency in the decisionmaking.

Other proposals focused on turning outside of the CARP framework. Among these were suggestions to transfer the functions of CARP to a federal district court on the theory that rate determinations require such skills as knowledge of macroeconomics, antitrust, the ability to assimilate data and analyze complex statistics and to make judgments such as the credibility of witnesses, which are skills better suited to judges. Determining royalty rates in a court is not without precedent. The so-called ASCAP and BMI “rate court” in the Federal District Court for the Southern District of New York, for example, makes rate determinations when parties are not able to reach agreement with ASCAP and BMI. Additionally, 17 U.S.C. § 513 allows individual proprietors of certain businesses to resolve rate disputes with performing rights societies before a district court in the federal circuit in which they operate. Short of this, some critics have recommended that appeals of the CARP’s decisions bypass the LOC, and be made directly to the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals. Rather than encouraging compromise and industry-wide negotiation, the current system generates additional disagreement and conflict by providing as many as three adversarial forums to which frustrated parties may turn—the CARP, LOC, and Court of Appeals.

While these proposals deserve attention, a more fundamental problem may be overlooked: voluntary negotiations and settlements in royalty disputes are preferable to government intervention because they give the parties more control, and the very existence of CARP discourages such negotiations.

C. The Willing Buyer/Willing Seller Standard

In the absence of a voluntary royalty rate agreement between the parties, the Copyright Act requires that the CARP and LOC determine rates based on the rate that would have been negotiated in a hypothetical mar-
The CARP concluded that this determination was best based on a review of actual marketplace agreements, even though the statute does not require that it take these agreements into account.

This standard, however, proved unworkable in the webcasting CARP proceeding, in part because it implied that there was a functioning market that could be relied upon to set a fair price for all participants, when no such market existed. Moreover, the standard created a one-size-fits-all approach to setting rates, effectively exposing all webcasters, from large diversified companies such as Yahoo! to smaller start-ups such as college and hobbyist webcasters, to the same rate structure. This became especially problematic because the rate was structured on a per performance basis, instead of a percentage of revenue basis, which would be more fair to webcasters of varying sizes and revenue bases because their payments would be more proportional to the revenue generated from their webcasts. Moreover, CARP and LOC effectively set industry-wide rates based on the single RIAA-Yahoo! Agreement; Yahoo!, a multi-billion dollar company whose webcasts have consisted largely of radio retransmis-

118. The rates and terms must represent what:
(4) . . . would have been negotiated in the marketplace between a willing buyer and a willing seller. In determining such rates and terms, the [CARP] shall base its decision on economic, competitive and programming information presented by the parties, including—
(A) whether use of the service may substitute for or may promote the sales of phonorecords or otherwise may interfere with or may enhance the sound recording copyright owner's other streams of revenue from its sound recordings; and
(B) the relative roles of the copyright owner and the transmitting entity in the copyrighted work and the service made available to the public with respect to relative creative contribution, technological contribution, capital investment, cost, and risk.

In establishing such rates and terms, the [CARP] may consider the rates and terms [for comparable types of digital audio transmission services and comparable circumstances] under voluntary license agreements


120. This point has been made moot for some webcasters. Some small webcasters now have the ability to pay royalties based on a percentage of their revenue or expenses under the agreement reached in December 2002 between small webcasters and SoundExchange. See supra note 9 and accompanying text. Small webcasters who are eligible and decide to accept the terms of the agreement will be subject to the rates and terms of the agreement instead of the per performance rates established by the LOC. Notification of Agreement Under the Small Webcaster Settlement Act of 2002, 67 Fed. Reg. 78,510 (Dec. 24, 2002).
sions, can hardly be said to represent the interests of all small, Internet-only webcasters.\textsuperscript{121}

\textbf{1. CARP Discourages Meaningful Negotiations}

The willing buyer/willing seller standard fails because the existence of CARP may significantly influence the behavior of the parties during the voluntary negotiation period, which thereby affects the hypothetical market that CARP seeks to replicate. The availability of CARP to step in and set rates provides a fallback for the parties, creating a disincentive for meaningful negotiations, and inhibiting the development of marketplace solutions or even an approximation of a true market that CARP can later use to set a royalty.\textsuperscript{122} Given that the CARP’s goal is to set rates reflecting the market, its very existence undermines its ability to carry out that objective.

Parties subject to a compulsory licensing regime face conflicting influences. These influences include on the one hand, pressure not to enter negotiations, and on the other hand, pressure on the parties who do enter negotiations to demand unreasonable terms.

The parties may be dissuaded from entering voluntary negotiations in the first place if they believe they can limit their transaction costs by foregoing the negotiations and securing favorable rates through the CARP process. This becomes problematic, however, when the CARP process itself creates its own significant transaction costs, which the parties can avoid by simply not taking part in the CARP process.\textsuperscript{123} That only twenty-six webcasters voluntarily struck agreements with the RIAA during the six-month negotiation period highlights the fact that the existence of CARP was a disincentive for meaningful negotiations.\textsuperscript{124} In fact, the LOC concluded that most webcasters chose not to enter into voluntary negotia-

\textsuperscript{121} Internet-only transmissions, as opposed to terrestrial radio retransmissions, account for only 10 percent of Yahoo!’s webcasting business. \textit{See LOC Report, supra} note 8, at 45,252. In fact, David Mandelbrot, who was Yahoo!’s representative in its negotiations with the RIAA, has stated that in negotiating an agreement with the RIAA, “the radio retransmission fee was a much more significant factor to us . . . . [T]he Internet-only rate was not of great concern to us at that time . . . . [O]ur interest was in doing what was best for our business and our business model.” \textit{CARP Structure and Process Hearing, supra} note 96, at 133-34 (prepared statement of David Mandelbrot).

\textsuperscript{122} \textit{See LOC Report, supra} note 8, at 45,245. (“For the most part, webcasters chose not to enter into negotiations for voluntary agreements, knowing that they could continue to operate and wait for the CARP to establish a rate.”).

\textsuperscript{123} \textit{See Albiniak, supra} note 100.

\textsuperscript{124} \textit{See CARP Report, supra} note 7, at 51-54.
tions knowing they could wait for CARP to establish rates that they hoped would be low, which impeded serious negotiations in the marketplace. ¹²⁵

If parties do choose to negotiate, they may believe that it is to their advantage to negotiate firmly, and demand unreasonable terms, in the hopes that at least one opposing party will cave, allowing it to secure agreements on those terms. If a party is able to reach even just one agreement containing terms in its favor, it knows that that agreement may serve as a guide or benchmark for CARP’s subsequent efforts to construct a hypothetical market on which to base the royalty rate applicable to all remaining licensees. This creates the potential for that party to gain an industry-wide rate that to some degree reflects that one favorable agreement.

The CARP itself recognized that those parties entering negotiations may have had objectives other than trying to reach reasonable agreements with reasonable rates. The CARP report describes how the RIAA tried to negotiate deals with webcasters that would set a high benchmark to serve as precedent in the event that CARP was later convened. ¹²⁶ The RIAA determined a “sweet spot” and then closed only those deals that conformed to it. ¹²⁷ As a result, CARP disregarded most of these voluntarily negotiated agreements because “they establish[ed], at best, the high end of the rate range that some services (with special circumstances) might pay.” ¹²⁸ Instead, the CARP relied on the RIAA-Yahoo! Agreement as a starting point for determining rates because it concluded that that agreement was of a different character: Yahoo!, of all the parties that reached agreements, was “the only one with resources, sophistication and market power comparable to that of RIAA,” meaning its agreement was the only one to “reflect a truly arms-length bargaining process on a level playing field ....” ¹²⁹

However, CARP’s conclusion that the RIAA-Yahoo! Agreement did not fall prey to the same influences that had tainted the twenty-five other agreements is unconvincing. Since the RIAA-Yahoo! Agreement was also negotiated in the shadow of CARP, it is likely that it, too, is not truly reflective of the kinds of negotiations that would have occurred in an open

---

¹²⁵. LOC Report, supra note 8, at 45,245.
¹²⁶. CARP Report, supra note 7, at 48-51.
¹²⁷. Id.
¹²⁸. Id. at 51. The CARP found other reasons to disregard most of the agreements including that many of them were with webcasters who were not likely to endure in the market, while others were with webcasters who required an immediate license and could not wait for the CARP, which gave them less bargaining power. Id.
¹²⁹. Id. at 60-61.
market, but instead reflects the influence the parties believed their agreement would later have on the CARP.\textsuperscript{130}

In sum, when one considers both of these conflicting influences on the behavior of the parties to the negotiations, it becomes clear that reliance on the willing buyer/willing seller standard is not ideal. The standard permits CARP to turn to marketplace agreements in fabricating its hypothetical willing buyer and seller, when these agreements themselves are the product of influences that would not exist absent the CARP, therefore not reflecting agreements that would have been reached in a normal, free-flowing marketplace.

2. Changing the Rate-Setting Process

The rate-setting process must be structured in a way that will give parties greater incentive to negotiate voluntarily and in good faith, and to turn to a CARP only as a last resort. Encouraging parties to negotiate a rate, instead of allowing one to be set by law, has many advantages. These include allowing parties to settle on rates that best accommodate their own particular business models and circumstances, which helps them better control their individual destinies, rather than forcing them to pay a rate determined in part by the arguments of their competitors before an arbitration panel.

Providing strong incentives for meaningful negotiations may perhaps be accomplished by forcing those parties, who fail to agree to reasonable royalty offers made during the voluntary negotiation period, to bear a larger share of the costs for the subsequent CARP hearing.\textsuperscript{131} Parties may have an incentive to make concessions in their rate negotiations if they know that they can limit their costs for the subsequent CARP hearing that

\textsuperscript{130} In fact, Yahoo! agreed to an artificially high royalty rate in an effort to avoid a percentage-of-revenue rate that would have been beneficial to smaller, low-revenue webcasters, according to Mark Cuban, founder of Broadcast.com, a webcaster that was acquired by Yahoo! in 1999. While Cuban was no longer with the company at the time of the negotiations, he wrote in an e-mail that the “Yahoo! deal I worked on, if it resembles the deal the CARP ruling was built on, was designed so that there would be less competition, and so that small webcasters who needed to live off of a ‘percentage-of-revenue’ to survive, couldn’t.” Paul Maloney & Kurt Hanson, \textit{Cuban Says Yahoo!’s RIAA Deal was Designed to Stifle Competition}, available at http://www.kurthanson.com/archive/news/062402/index.asp (last visited Feb. 22, 2003).

\textsuperscript{131} This solution closely mirrors Rule 68 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, which provides in part that where a party defending a claim makes an offer of settlement that is rejected by an adverse party, and where the judgment finally obtained by the adverse party is not more favorable than the settlement offer, then the adverse party must pay the costs incurred by the offering party after the making of the offer. \textit{FED. R. CIV. P.} 68.
would result if their offer is rejected, assuming their offer ultimately turns out to be more favorable to the other party than CARP’s rate determination. This may provide a strong incentive for parties to both make and accept good faith royalty offers.

3. Uniform Standard and the Element of Fairness

The validity of the willing buyer/willing seller standard is brought into question by the fact that the Copyright Act establishes different rate-setting standards for each of the compulsory licenses. These other standards require that CARP balance the interests of the participants and make the element of “fairness” more explicit in the analysis. For example, the standard under § 801(b), which applies to digital music distribution services other than webcasters and to public performances of nondramatic works by coin-operated phonorecord players, calls for a royalty rate that will, among other things, “afford the copyright owner a fair return for his creative work and the copyright user a fair income under existing economic conditions,” and be minimally disruptive of the industries involved.

Congress should consider adjusting the webcasting standard to harmonize it with these comparable standards. The standard applied to webcasters should more explicitly take into account the idea of fairness and the effect of its rates on the viability of the services. This would be an acknowledgement of the fact that compulsory licenses are a kind of subsidy used to make possible and spur the development of nascent industries. This might also further the copyright law’s objectives of taking into account the public interest, and weighing the public benefit of accessing works of art over protection to the creator.

133. Id. § 116.
134. Id. § 801(b)(1)(B) (2000).
137. See McCARTHY, supra note 30, at 66-69.
138. The U.S. Supreme Court has instructed that “the Copyright Act must be construed in light of” its basic purpose of “promoting broad public availability of literature, music, and the other arts.” Twentieth Century Music Corp. v. Aiken, 422 U.S 151, 156 (1975).
III. CONCLUSION

The marked discord created by the royalty rate process and determination of the CARP and LOC serves to underscore the fact that the current compulsory licensing regime applicable to webcasters is in need of an overhaul. The CARP process generates too many costs and inefficiencies for the participants. Moreover, the willing buyer/willing seller standard implies that there is always a functioning market that can be relied upon to set a fair price for all participants, but this standard proved unworkable in the webcasting context. The very existence of a CARP, which influences the conduct of the parties in the negotiations, undermines the efficacy of the standard by discouraging parties from entering into meaningful negotiations, at the same time that it gives an incentive, to the parties that negotiate, to demand unreasonable terms. As a result, the standard should be modified, and stronger incentives should be provided to induce the parties to negotiate, and to view the CARP procedure only as a last resort.
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